Pre-university programs for senior secondary students

Get to know us earlier and explore the possibilities!

Business YoungStars
A year-long weekend program with mini-lectures and practical workshops that allow you to explore different business disciplines. [http://undergrad.bm.ust.hk/eng/stars]

Business Summer Camp
A four-day residential program on campus featuring business workshops, simulations, and social activities that let you experience life with student leaders. [http://undergrad.bm.ust.hk/eng/summercamp]

HKUST Summer Institute
A selection of two-week introductory courses that allow you to get a taste of university education and earn university credits. [http://summer.ust.hk]

Important links
- Application: [http://adm.ust.hk]
- Scholarships and financial aid: [http://sfoa.ust.hk]
- Housing and residential life: [http://shl.ust.hk]
- Credit transfer: [https://ctrans.ust.hk]
- http://www.instagram.com/hkustbusug

School of Business and Management
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
- (852) 2358 6005  (852) 2358 3805  eadmmit@ust.hk
- http://www.instagram.com/hkustbusug
GLOBAL RECOGNITION

Graduate employability: No. 1 in Hong Kong, No. 2 in Asia, and No. 16 in the World
Global Employability University Ranking 2019

EMBA program: No. 1 in the World

MBA program: Top 20 in the World
for 10 consecutive years
Financial Times

Research: No. 1 in Asia
University of Texas at Dallas (since 2005)

WORLD CLASS FACULTY

Our 140+ faculty members are leading academics from diverse backgrounds who hold PhDs from the best universities. Recognized worldwide for being at the forefront of business research, we bring expert insights and an innovative approach to business education.

HIGH-CALIBER STUDENTS

We admit 800+ high-caliber full time undergraduate students and host around 400 incoming exchange students from around the world each year. An exciting platform for cross-boundary learning!

DIVERSE PROGRAM CHOICES

Our flexible curriculum ensures you receive multidisciplinary knowledge to fit your career interests and tackle the changing business environments. About 80% of our students opt for a diverse combination of multiple business majors and/or non-business minors to graduate with more than a single major.
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BUILD YOUR BRIGHTEST FUTURE WITH US

~840 First year student intake

- 68% JUPAS
- 12% Local Direct Admission
- 10% Mainland China, Taiwan & Macau
- 10% International

STUDENT LIFE
Work hard and play hard at HKUST. We provide plenty of opportunities for you to develop social networks and enjoy campus life.

ACADEMICS AND CURRICULUM
We offer a flexible curriculum supported by academic advising to enable customization to fit your strengths and professional goals. You can apply for a specific major at the point of admission or choose your major by the middle of second year after exploring various business disciplines.

GEOGRAPHICAL ADVISORY & SUPPORT

120-Credit BBA/BSc Degree

Additional Major(s)
Additional Minor(s)

BUSINESS CORE

UNIVERSITY COMMON CORE

FREE ELECTIVES

BBA Economics
BBA Finance
BBA Global Business
BBA Information Systems
BBA Management
BBA Marketing
BBA Operations Management
BBA Professional Accounting
BSc Economics and Finance
BSc Quantitative Finance

BUSINESS MAJOR

Business Cohort Community (BCC) for peer bonding and network building

10 halls with distinctive features offering around 4500 undergraduate bed places

Finest learning environment with gorgeous sea view and modern facilities

BUSINESS LEARNING ENRICHMENT
Your learning never stops in the classroom! Take part in hands-on projects with real-life applications to gain valuable experience to complement your academic study.

- Corporate projects
- Social responsibility projects
- Business competitions
- Entrepreneurship competitions
- Internship programs

OTHER INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
- Business case competitions
- Internships
- Visiting student programs
- Study trips
- Community service trips
- Summer/Winter study programs

GLOBAL EXPOSURE
The diverse student mix from over 40 countries facilitates cultural exchange on campus. Join our exchange program to gain international exposure at other top business schools in our network.

- Approximately 50% students participate in one-semester exchange
- Approximately 130 world-renowned exchange partners
- Approximately 400 incoming exchange students every year

CAREER SERVICES
A dedicated team of career advisors provide professional support and resources to help you fully recognize your potentials and give you a head start in identifying internship and full-time career opportunities.

- 80+ Industry talks, tailor-made workshops, seminars, and alumni-sharing sessions per year
- 400+ Business-specific job postings per year
- 90%+ Students with internship experience

- Dialogue with Executive Series
- Online job board and application platform
- Individual career advising sessions
- Company visits
- Job hunting skills workshops
JOINT-SCHOOL PROGRAMS:

By integrating multiple knowledge domains, the programs enhance the breadth and depth of students’ learning experience, strengthening our business graduates’ competitiveness in today’s ever-changing business world.

**In collaboration with the School of Engineering and the School of Science:**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RISK MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BSc RMBI):**

The BSc RMBI program integrates the study of risk management and business intelligence seamlessly into a one-of-a-kind degree program.

The curriculum combines state-of-art knowledge with professional and personal development to give graduates an edge in grasping comprehensive quantitative and statistical skills, high-quality analytical and problem-solving abilities, as well as business fundamentals.

RMBI students are equipped with the skillset to identify potential risks in advance. Combining that to their knowledge in business intelligence, which comprises a set of methodologies and processes to analyze business data, RMBI graduates manage to formulate strategies for corporates to mitigate loss and facilitate business decisions, planning and projection.

[www.rmbi.ust.hk](http://www.rmbi.ust.hk)

**In collaboration with the School of Science:**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOTECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS (BSc BIBU):**

The BSc BIBU program is the first undergraduate program in Hong Kong that amalgamates rigorous training in biotechnology and business practices.

Students are equipped with a solid foundation of essential biotechnical knowledge as well as commerce know-how through the holistic curriculum that cuts across multiple disciplines, including various domains of life science, biotechnology, and foundational business subjects.

The rapidly-growing biotechnology industry in Asia opens up an unprecedented opportunity to BIBU graduates. Biotech firms need talents with business knowledge to manage marketing, licensing and investor relations. Investment banks and venture capitalists are also looking for science talents with a business background for research project valuation and due diligence etc.

[http://bibu.ust.hk](http://bibu.ust.hk)

**In collaboration with the School of Science:**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND ECONOMICS (BSc MAEC):**

The BSc MAEC program puts a strong emphasis on both mathematical reasoning and analytical thinking in the conceptuality of economics.

The mathematics courses help shape a rigorous thinking and logical way of doing things. The economics theories come in handy in terms of understanding the global market movements.

The unique synergy from both fields equips our students with the quantitative skills and sophistication to work with world-leading banks and financial corporations. Graduates are also ready for postgraduate studies with ample academic preparation and solid research methodology training.

[http://maec.ust.hk](http://maec.ust.hk)